THEOREM 1. If Y is arcwise connected, the spherical homology classes form a subgroup of B n (Y).
Let p£S n , gGY, and let S n = S n + + 5*1 be a decomposition of S n into two hemispheres such that pÇîS\ • 5*L. Consider/ 0 , /i£Y s \ It is well known that, replacing if necessary/ 0 and/i by homotopic mappings, we may assume that /o(5!J_) =q and that /i(5ÜL) =q. Defining ƒ =/o on 51 and ƒ =/i on 5!J_ we clearly have 
. M r being a manifold, ai is simplicially homeomorphic with a convex r-cell in a euclidean r-dimensional space. Since r>2n, then using the very well known 6 procedure of making vertices linearly independent we find a simplicial map ƒ;(
is on the boundary of Vi and satisfying (l)-(3).
Taking g=fk it follows from (1) that Taking i=j we obtain a contradiction with (3).
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